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President Jones Will Ride Prof. Mertens to Run for U.S. Senate
out Recession to 2015
AWSON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

Jones Agrees to Extend
Contract Three Years,
Health Permitting
REBECCA BROWN '11
MANAGING EDITOR

President James F. Jones,
Jr. announced early this week
that he will be staying on as
president of Trinity College
until 2015.
The extension of Jones's
contract is due, in part, to the
effect of the recession on
Trinity's finances. Currently,
Trinity has a deficit ofover $10
million and as of February the
endowment was down 30 per-

cent. It is hoped Jones will be
able to see Trinity through this
rough patch, just as he did
when he first joined the school.
Since being unanimously
voted for by the Board of
Trustees in February 2004,
Jones has launched the college·
planning effort the Cornerstone
Project, which Trinity describes
as a plan that focuses its atten·
tion "on its academic mission,
reaffirming its commitment to
urban and global engage·
ments." Additionally, since
coming to Trinity, the College
has broken fundraising records
from both alumni and seniors
donating to their class gift. On

Tenured Trinity College
engineering professor, John
Mertens, recently announced
his plan to run for a United
States Senate seat in the 2010
Senate election. Mertens, who
taught Public Policy courses in

the late 1990s, decided to enter
politics after personal friend
and fellow politician, Mike
Telesca, sought new leadership
for the state of Connecticut.
Displeased with the corruption
of the state's political offices,
Telesca asked Mertens to run
for a statewide position.
Mertens, an advocate for

"quantitative analysis and
calm, objective problem solv·
ing," seeks to bypass party pol·
itics, thus running under the
Connecticut for Lieberman
party, an independent third
party established by supporters
of Senator Joe Lieberman in

see TRINITY on page 6

see JONES on page 6

Trinity Celebrates 40
Years of Coeducation
KAYIA CHADWICK '12
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Most
Trinity
students
already know that their college
came rather late to the co·educational table.
Of the 11
NESCAC
schools,
only
Amherst and Bowdoin waited
longer to admit women than
Trinity. In fact, Middlebury
was admitting women in 1823,
the · same year Trinity opened.
The College's first attempt at
co·education stemmed from a
12-college exchange, when the
school welcomed four women,
including
current
Trinity
Professor of Theater and
Dance, Judy Dworin.

Ms. Dworin says that she
first chose Trinity because the
school had invited Clive
Thompson (a lead dancer in the
Alvin Ailey and Martha
Graham companies) and his
wife to teach here. Another
facet of Trinity's appeal dealt
with the opportunity for com·
munity involvement: Dworin
remembers the "wonderful
opportunities - independent
studies teaching dance at an
Alternate High School for at·
risk students on campus and
instituting a movement pro·
gram at an inner city elemen·
tary school in Hartford."

Stephanie Apst.ein '10
Information on the Trinity baseball team' record-breaking season is now on di play at the National

Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y.

see BASEBALL on page 15

see DWORIN on page 12

Journalist Advocatffi for U.S. Soldiers College Hopes Freshman
Class Will Add to Trinity
MEGHAN McEVOY '11
COPY EDITOR

Similarities between the
ongoing war in Iraq and the
1960s war in Vietnam have
been noted over the years, lead·
ing to a resistance movement
against our occupation overseas. However, while civilian
criticism and Congressional
backtracking have been well
recorded by the media, there is
little coverage of the growing
number of American soldiers
who are refusing to be deployed
to Iraq and Afghanistan.
This
movement
was
Erin Caner '10
Planners decorated Bushnell Park with symbols of peace fo r the rally on Sunday.

see JAMAIL on page 11

GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

As a new semester begins,
Trinity College welcomes a
First-year class that features
an eclectic array of personali·
ties and talents.
The Class of 2013 is com·
prised of 575 students, a small
decrease from the 592 students
of the Class of 2012. Despite
this diminished class size, the
number of First-year seminars
has not suffered, with the num·
her remaining at 45 seminars
with an average of 14 students

in each.
The College responded to a
despondent economy and reces·
sion by increasing its financial
aid packages. A large amount of
the First-year class is receiving
financial assistance with 46.6%
of students receiving some form
of aid.
"From my perspective, the
student numbers and the num·
her of seminars up and running
is at an optimum level for stu·
dents and faculty to get to
know one another and to get

see CAMPUS on page 7
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Tripod Editorials
A Lady's Response to GQ
Dear Gentlemen's Quarterly:
It has reaches my ears that
you named Trinity College #21
on your 25 Douchiest Colleges in
America list. Oh gentlemen, to
say I'm upset would be an understatement. I've swung from outrage to sorrow, from disbelief to
derision in the weeks sinoo you
weighed in on Trinity's "douchiness", and I'm left with but one
question: How in God's name did
you find 20 schools douchier
than ours?
I'm not here to insult Trinity;
I'm here to defend it. Ai3 one senior declared to me, "I'm proud to
be one of those douche bags.
Proud!" Quite so. And gents, I'm
not going to lie to you, part of the
sting from this low grade comes
from who fared better. Brown
University? Seriously? They're
not even a real Ivy. Everyone
knows the Holy Trinity is
Harvard, Princeton, and Yale. No
one else matters. How do I know
this? Because half our student
body was rejected from one of
those schools and that's how they
ended up here. But my peers
aren't bitter about that. Why?
Because everyone knows we
have a LOT more fun, we have
WAY hotter girls, and most
importantly, we kick those
schools' asses in squash every
year. Tu a true douche bag, those
things ARE more important.
You're going to have to trust us.
So, boys, I've compiled a list
for you to review. It's just a rough
sketch, and by no means complete, but I hope at the end of it
you realize the same could be

not you simply hear about how
offended they are about this or
said of yours.
that. I'm not terribly well versed
1. Our wardrobes indicate we do in their customs, but I've gatha great deal of hunting and rid - ered they hate fun? Though, to
ing here in Hartford, Conn.
be fair, why would one make an
This is almost too obvious, effort to mingle in one's surbut a list about Trinity's douchi- rounding community when it's
ness would be remiss without it: so much easier to blaze and wne
as the temperature drops, the out to Radiohead? No matter, we
number of waxed cotton coats keep them on the outskirts of
rises. But unlike other fashion campus - such a better vantage
statements, the debate among point from which to judge, you
students isn't who has one and know.
who doesn't. Instead, it is who
had one before stepping foot on- 5. Our debates on TrinTalk oft
campus, and who acquired one descend thematically into Edith
shortly thereafter?
Wharton novels.
I didn't realize it wasn't nor2. Male professors and male stu - mal to have threads on this site
dents dress identicaJly.
titled "How much does your
Look, well-tailored pants, father make?'', ''What's your net
brightly colored button-downs, worth?'', and "Old Money vs.
and crewneck sweaters never go New Money" until I spoke with
out of style. Why change your my friend from Wesleyan. I
look from age five to 50 when know. I have a friend from
you look so good? Now, what it Wesleyan. Poor muffin didn't
says about our girls that they even make the list... and now
swoon over young men who look she might not make my address
eerily like their fathers, to that I book.
cannot speak.
All right, gentlemen, I'm
3. I've had professors demand I going to stop there. I could go on,
get papers in on time not to but I don't want to be long-windinstill professional responsibili - ed like a Brown student rhapty, but because they had planes sodizing about Ultimate Frisbee.
to Aspen to catch.
Think about what I've said.
And you better believe I got Maybe go back and read it again
that paper in on time. I would if you must. Catch that boast
never interrupt another's ski about winning squash games?
That's right, squash. Like real
holiday.
men. In the meantime, best of
4. There's a sense of elitism even luck in all your future list-makamidst our socially "alternative." ing endeavors and please, ease
Ah, the Fred. It's presented up on the Prada.
to First-years as an alternative
Sincerely,
to the frats, but more often than
R.S.B.

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity TripoiJ,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.

Letter to the Editor
Alumnus Reflects on
Homophobia at Trinity
Dear editors,
I was saddened but not surprised to read about Trinity's
continued problems with homophobic speech and actions.
Homophobia among the stu-

dent population was a problem
when I matriculated in 01,
when I graduated in 05 and
continues to be a serious issue.
The administration needs
to take a long, hard look at why
Trinity has many more incidences of hate speech than
other
NESCAC
schools.
Perhaps it's the continued

presence of Greek life on campus? Or lax admissions standards?
Either way, this is a serious
issue that the administration
has yet to directly confront and
deal with.
Sincerely,
James Stevens "05

Send a Letter to the Editor: e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit at www.trinitytripod.com.

news tips with you. Faculty and staff weleome.
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Unpaid Internships Not an Option for Everyone
Zach Sonenshine '11
According to a somewhat
unreliable source (an intern),
there are 15,000 interns on
Capitol Hill, most of whom
resemble the typical Trinity
student. Interns are generally
well-dressed,
professional,
articulate, personable, and, of
course, unpaid.
Unpaid internships have
certainly become a phenomenon. Oftentimes, they are a
great way to experience industries and employment opportunities without having to make
a commitment. While most
internships are in fact unpaid,
most realize that they are
investing their time in an experience that will propel them
forward
after
school.
Internship programs are aware
ofthis, and many will not hesitate to reiterate this to their
interns, sometimes projecting

on to their interns a sense of
fortune and luck.
Certainly, interns are fortunate and lucky - particularly
the 15,000 or so on Capitol Hill
- but not because they landed
an impressive internship.
They are lucky because they
can afford to work for free.
With the harsh economic climate permeating even the
minds of college students,
many have opted not to apply
for attractive, glamorous, and
unpaid internships so that they
can earn money.
The result: a homogeneous
and less competitive applicant
pool of interns. In turn, the
"investment" that these interns
have made will likely yield a
return, whereas those who
opted to take a paying job
might have a more difficult
time staying competitive, at

least as far as entry-level jobs
are concerned.
Additionally,
because
internships are generally
unpaid, employers are more
likely to hire out of convenience; internships are traded as
favors. The well-connected create opportunities for each other
and, in doing so, structure a
zero sum game - a game in
which an internship, which is a
stepping-stone to one person, is
a disadvantage to another. Too
often, those who accept internships are the "fortunate" ones.
We like to think that we live
in a meritocracy, and, in many
ways, we do. Ultimately, it
seems as if the best and the
brightest float to the top, albeit
with
a
few
exceptions.
However, the path to success is
see CONI'RADICI'IONS on page 5

When a President Makes Us Think (For a Change)
John Downes.-Angus '11
Can Obama's presidency
be a catalyst for an improvement in American political
thought and debate, with
respect to both its level of
intelligence and its objects of
concern? This is the guiding
question of my article.
George Bush's eight years
made a lot of elements of
American life extremely difficult. We are suffering from an
economic crisis, we are at war,
and our political parties are
wrapped up in a seemingly
irreparable hate-fest. I am not
saying that this was all his
fault. He had to deal with an
unbearably complicated period
in American history on both a
global and national scale.
However, he made one
thing
extremely
simple
(indeed, way too simple) for
many Americans: the refutation of his agenda. It is easy
for anyone to argue against
the Iraq war (the primary concern of his agenda) when it is
framed like this: "The solution
to Iraq - an Iraq that can govern itself, sustain itself and
defend itself - is more than a
military mission. Precisely the
reason why I sent more troops
into Baghdad" (Bush in DC on
April 3, 2007). He says that
the solution to Iraq is more
than a military mission,
approaching the possibility of
opening a more nuanced
understanding of how change
is possible in the Middle East.
He then says that this realization caused him to send more
troops to Baghdad. Classic.
His speeches - the presentation of his agenda to the
American population - were
elementary on two levels. For
one, he frequently stumbled
over his own words. No sensible person can argue that his
speeches were the works of a
genius. Second, he avoided

muddy issues like morality
and the possibility of more
than one right answer like the
plague. Bush's politics were
extremely
black-and-white
(war or no war!) and often presented in a comically idiotic
fashion, and thus were very
easy to oppose.
I know I have said nothing
new in the Bush-realm, but
that is my point. He was so
easy to refute that intelligent
political discussion was practically impossible. This is why
Jon Stewart, who is funny but
not exactly Karl Marx or
Thomas Jefferson in terms of
political intelligence, was
essentially the figurehead of
popular American dissent. The
jester - not the philosopher
or the political scientist - had
the stage against Bush.
Obama's presidency is
proving to require Americans
to take a different stance,
refutation-wise. First of all, he
is a brilliant rhetorician.
Second, the primary element
of his agenda (healthcare) is
about as politically muddy as
it gets and forces us to grapple
with some scary questions
about ourselves in ways that
the Iraq war did not (I know
that last sentence seems
strange, but bear with me).
Obama's rhetoric requires
a kind of criticism that we
haven't seen in a while: a lineby-line
critical
reading.
Whereas Bush's inadequacy
invited mockery, Obama's eloquence necessitates intelligent
discussion.
Type
"Obama"
and
"rhetoric" into Google and you
will find a massive number of
articles
concerned
with
Obama's ability to trick us
using his "fancy language."
The
anti-Obama's-rhetoric
articles tend to claim that his
eloquence masks a lack of

action. These articles then
delve deeply into the speeches
themselves, delivering some
very interesting "style vs. substance" readings of Obama's
rhetoric.
These writers go through
Obama's speeches and unpack
the significance of his allusions, his metaphors, his various psychologically manipulative catch-phrases. Clearly,
these pieces are written with
respect to Obama's intimidating intelligence, not to his lack
thereof. Thus, they are a dialogue between two intelligent
people. I do not necessarily
agree with all of their arguments, but I am glad that I am
thinking (not laughing) by the
end of their analysis. It is nice
to see that the jester has been
taken off of his pedestal, for
now. His intelligence, demon strated by his use of language,
demands our own.
It is also important to consider how Obama's choice of
healthcare as his primary concern speaks to my question
about his potential effect on
what Americans choose to
think about politically.
Think about the difference
between debating going to war
and
debating
healthcare
reform. There is something
about a war overseas which
makes it equally easy to refute
and to support. The war in
Iraq affects us all, but something about it feels alien,
abstract and "out there."
Maybe this is just me. Maybe I
am not yet smart or cultured
enough to seriously consider
and feel the concrete reality of
the Middle East. A debate over
this war can make both the
moralist and the macho-man
sound heroic, because it is so
abstract.
see OBAMA'S on page 5

Nobody's Buying It,
Mr. President
Andrew "Ponch" Quinn '10
Joe Wilson's outburst of
"You lie!" during Obama's
speech to Congress on healthcare received widespread condemnation, but certainly the
content of the statement was
not false. Wilson interjected
after Obama claimed that the
reforms "would not apply to
those who are here illegally."
The fact of the matter is that,
while the program would technically not be available to illegals, there is no provision
requiring people to present
proof of legal residency Republicans introduced such
an amendment only for it to be
defeated. Obama continues to
insist that he is "open-minded,"
but ruthless Democrat opposition to any meaningful change
in the bill demonstrates otherwise. The matter of illegal
immigrants is far from the
most significant deception
Obama has committed in campaigning for this reform.
Combined with Obama and the
Democrat leadership's continued attacks on people "misrepresenting'' their ideas, I can
only conclude that it is about
time that one of our elected
politicians really spoke out for
the millions of Americans
angry with the rapid changes
being made to the fabric of
American society.
There are several premises
to Obama's plan, some of which
contradict others, and all of
which are highly flawed.
Obama has promised that the
reforms will reduce healthcare
expenditures without sacrificing quality, that people with
insurance won't be forced to
change it, and that those who
are uninsured will now receive
benefits, paid. The reality is,

because Obama has failed to
present a coherent plan and
has left it up to Congress, the
proposed bills are all a mishmash of pandering to various
interests, and would fail to
meet any of these objectives.
The most egregious claims
of the Administration come in
regards to cost. Obama has
claimed the reform will be
"deficit-neutral" and that the
costs will all be paid by the
insurance and pharmaceutical
companies and rich individuals. This will all be true - if
only we ignore the thousands of
dollars in premiums that the
formerly-uninsured (millions of
whom are quite healthy and
have no need for the high level
of coverage that will be mandated as the "minimum") will
now be forced to pay, the billions of dollars of new taxes
and fees charged to insurance
companies that will only be
passed on to consumers, and
$245 billion spent to prevent
cuts to Medicare reimbursement rates (a sound policy, but
the costs are being ignored
because they were "already
planned for.") Add to all of this
the patently ridiculous assertion that "reducing the waste
and inefficiency in Medicare
and Medicaid will pay for most
of this plan." This is essentially
an admission that already
existing government healthcare programs are massively
inefficient. Why has not the
Administration solved the
problems with government
healthcare before presenting it
as the solution to the problems
of private healthcare?
Of course the answer is
see PROPOSED on page 5

Freshman Bantam Elucidates
the Importance of P.R.l.D.E.
Brandon Lewis '13
I could barely contain my
excitement as I stepped out of
my rented SUV in front of
Mather Hall that chilly
September morning and took
the first step towards the rest
of my life.
It was 7 a.m. and my mother and I were the only ones
there, sitting on couches in
front of the Washington Room.
That was until another girl who I assumed was an upperclassman - came from around
the corner and sat with us. We
ended up talking and I was
quickly corrected; she was a
freshman just like me. Yet, we
were not the same: I was there
with my mom, both slightly
anxious and excited about
what lay ahead; she seemed
calm, cool, prepared even. I
did not know how that was
possible, until she added one

little tidbit that clarified the
source of her comfort: She had
attended
the
P.R.I.D.E.
(Promoting
Respect
for
Inclusive
Diversity
in
Education) weekend, which,
according to Trinity's website,
is designed to "help new students from under-represented
racial and cultural backgrounds adjust to academic
and social life at Trinity and,
at the same time, promote
multicultural awareness and
receptivity among members of
the student body as a whole."
I then remembered that all
of my friends who were com·
ing with me to Trinity were
already there for P.R.I.D.E.
They had texted me, asking
where I was and left me cute
video messages on Facebook.
see P.R.LD.E. on page 5

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Recent Hate Crimes Demand United, Swift, Impassioned Response From

All

Ngoni Tengatenga '11
To be here is to be part of a
preexisting community of
scholars, not of niggers or fags
or crackers. Yet there are still
some among us who believe
that their background makes
them superior; they often go
into ecstatic highs of bigotry
and think themselves deities.
When the sun is up, they smile
at you and call you friend; once
night has fallen, they sneer at
you and call you names.
It should not be wrong for a
person to assert his differences
from others, but when that
expression undermines the
humanity of others, the power
lies in the masses to condemn
such barbaric behavior by any
means necessary. I do not
mean to suggest that we resort
to violence, should some need
clarification; rather, we , the
students, should claim owner·
ship to our right of peace of
mind and see to it that such
behavior
is
permanently
removed from our community.
This message is not an
exclusive call to action, but a
reminder of everybody else's
duty. Part of the problem is
that most of us see ourselves in
cocoons, and not within the
context of a community. We
have all forgotten that even
before we came to find those
environments that speak the
language of our liking, we are
nothing but individuals beings that come out between
feces and urine, to quote the
philosopher Cornel West.

It is the recognition of one·
self as an individual that
begins the journey of us finding
our place in this diverse com munity of scholars. That state·
ment alone connects all of us in
a much more intimate way
than we think. Not only are we
connected by our recognition of
being individuals, but by
everything else that furnishes
the individual. So, when a girl
wakes up in a pool of blood in a
guy's room on a Sunday morn·
ing, the need for help would not
take into account race or class.
Whether she is black, blue, or
yellow, the psychological needs
of that person would be the
same for all persons in that sit·
uation.
Unfortunately, some people
among us possess those ten·
dencies common among sav·
ages that seem to exaggerate
our difference and make it
seem as if persons from different backgrounds feel pain differently. Put simply: we have
too many supremacists who
believe that their social differ·
ences make them better than
everybody
else,
absurdly
implying many things that are
not accounted for m the
genome of human beings.
It's a great loss that we still
have such people in our com·
munity. But is there something
we can do? When an innocent
black student is living among
these hounding dogs should we
really sit still and expect
Malcolm X to resurrect from

his grave to save him? Should
we really watch the trauma a
gay student goes through in
the aftermath of some homo·
phobic slur written on his
board? Should we allow our
own sisters to be raped every
weekend just because they
wanted to have fun at a party?
The gravity of these hate
crimes on our campus is too
much now that the difference
between sinking this communi·
ty and saving it is in doing
what is right. That is to say, it
is time we, the community, the
Bantams, clench our fists and
start handling some business,
or we can continue to live care·
free and suffer extinction!
If we fail to create a home
for those labeled niggers, sluts,
and fags, the survival of our
institution is a fantasy of cas·
tles in the sky. And it really
should not matter how much
your parents have contributed
to this institution or how much
your parents were involved in
the Civil Rights Movement
when it comes to enjoying the
full shade of the elms.
Together,
we
become
Trinity; alone, we perish forgotten chickens. It is social
awareness time and let no one
be left behind. From the High
Rise tower to the Summit
Suites, let our unity take us
out of our comfort zones and let
the hand of Bishop Brownell
anoint us for battle, for we are
indeed soldiers against any
form of bigotry. Together let

TRINCALLS
"Start texting like a madman."
-Jessica Nunes '13

"Smok e a cigarette.
.
"
-Verity Sayles '11

our unanimous voice bellow in
the chapel towers: DOWN
WITH RACISM! DOWN WITH
HOMOPHOB~!
DOWN
WITH SEXISM! DOWN WITH
XENOPHOBIA!
Today is the trial day. Now
the time is ripe to be brave.
This call to action is not
intended to gather multitudes,
but to allow a converging of
ideas, both skeptical and radical, so that we can create a bet·
ter community. It is time to
stop putting the responsibility
on the administration, as if
they possess a magic wand.
If we should fail in this
quest of seeking social justice,
the ensuing consequences will
be dire. Some might try to dismiss
this
argument
as
unfounded, but common sense
and history should be enough
to remind us of the typical
human response to hate
crimes. Not long ago m
Zimbabwe the Land Reform
Program was put into effect to
write off the wrongs of colonialism. What began as a just reac·
tion soon became a racial
cleansing machine. Better yet,
the memorable concentration
camps in Germany are another
result of what we might be
breeding here under the elms if
we should choose not to act.
All the aforementioned
events in history attest to one
fact: if hate crimes and oppres·
sion of people, even when ques·
tionable, are left to full
fruition, genocide is inevitable.

/his weef

u;e.

Lon:J

wa/('?

"Bisect the Quad and walk the other
,,
way.
-Lam Hoang '13

"Say hi and start a conversation with
someone you 'think' you know."
-Jahn Jaramillo '12

flustered, the other way."
-Jessica Ramero '13

"I walk backwards at all times. I've
never really encountered this problem."
-Griffin Keady '10

a.sfed: What /s your l'aJ/orite

tee.hn1f'ue ./'or aJ/oidin:J .So,1>1eone you .See on the

"I 'have an epiphany' and walk,

"Reinterpret my reality and be friendly
to evetyone."
-Drew Sommer '13

In Africa, dictators like
Mugabe come out as byproduct
of racist regimes that subject
people to the most heinous
human conditions. Not more
than 20 years ago, to be black
and living in Zimbabwe - or
Rhodesia as it was then called
- was tantamount to burning
under the scorches of hell's
flames. As a result, when leaders like --- came to power, the
scars of experience were still
fresh and the desire for
revenge a grenade waiting to
explode at an opportune time.
We stand at the brink of
horrific inhumane responses to
hate crimes should we fail to
curb any conflagration of
sparks into fires. Our most
recent example is the massacre
at Virginia Tech. The murderer, having felt unwelcome,
decided to act out his ways
from whatever oppression he
was in; the result was death.
We have become vulnerable to
such tragic losses with successive hate crimes over the past
three years.
This is not paranoia. This is
the unedited version of what
Campus Climate tries to show
us each year in their report. We
are not going to be safe until
we begin to join forces. The
stakes are high, but we are not
left without hope. Ironically,
the future has never been
brighter than it is now. We are
Bantams, little fighting chick·
ens. We are white, black, red,
yellow - colors of redemption.

"Dive head-first onto the soccer
field."
-Charley Wedeen '12

"I look past them, below them, and
then to the side. Or the fake cell
phone technique works, too."
-Patrick Stormesswan '11

"Two words: Dark sunglasses."
-Tam.mas Wilner '12

""Call Campus Safety and report
something missing''
-Candace Simpson '12

"Pretend the glare is in your eyes and
look down casually."
-Jorrel Diaz '13
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Many Contradictions Exist
Between Meritocracy, Capitalism
continued from page 3
much easier for some than for
others. The "pick yourself up
by your bootstraps" mantra is
dismissive. It is a nice thought,
but it is generally uttered by
those who have some pretty
posh boots.
Those who are the biggest
advocates for capitalism are
also generally the biggest advo·
cates for meritocracy. However,
in many ways, there are con·
tradictions between the two.
Those who can stay in school
and pursue internships will
likely be more attractive in the
job market than those who are
unable to invest their time.
And with the increasingly thin-

ning middle class, the distinc·
tions between meritocracy and
capitalism are becoming more
pronounced.
The concept of an unpaid
internship is merely emblemat·
ic of this phenomenon. Of
course, it cannot represent the
breadth of the issue. Its significance, however, is noteworthy.
We must consider to what
extent we would preserve a
meritocracy where we can pro·
vide equal opportunity to
everyone. In my mind, we
must find some type of still
undefined balance in which
equal opportunity is more thoroughly addressed while main·
taining our brand of capitalism.

Obama's Rhetoric, Fresh Topics
Provoke Stimulating Debate
continued from page 3
Healthcare, however, is
immediate and (at least from
my perspective) very un·
abstract. Thus, every conse·
quence must be seriously con·
sidered. Morality, economics,
politics, bio·ethics, medical
ethics, human rights, the
scope of the government's
power, the extent of our free·
dom-all of these elements
(and more) demand considera -

tion and are immediately
related to us. They are also
extremely complex and hard to
talk about.
Obama
may
direct
American political thought
towards an object we haven't
considered in a while: ourselves. Can he trick us with
his intelligence, or can we
fight back with our own intel·
ligence? Are we willing to
think about what he's asked
us to think about?

P.R.l.D.E. Weekend Invaluable to Freshmen
continued from page 3
Meanwhile, I was at home in
New York, spending my final
days with my family - my
family had played such a huge
role in my being at Trinity,
and it was important for me to
honor their love and support.
Still, I was feeling the anticipation as Sept. 3 approached,
especially knowing that my
newest friends were probably
having a great time at Trinity
already.
My first Trinity encounter
was mirrored when my friends
came to my room while I
unpacked. It was clear that
they were in a completely different place than I was. At
first, however, my absence
from P.R.l.D.E. didn't make
things weird as I was so happy
to see my friends - it was like
nothing had changed from
New York. It didn't take long
- a day actually - before I
began to feel the gap between
us. When I spent time with
them, I came to realize just
how much I had missed. I felt
awkward as I met the people
they already knew so well and
listened to stories I hadn't
heard. Frankly, I began feel·
ing invisible, like a sinking
rock as everyone else swam
ahead.
This made me wonder:
what did P.R.l.D.E mean to
them?

To them, P.R.I.D.E was
more about comfort than any·
thing else. "In P.R.l.D.E,
you're never alone," said
Sabrina Vias, a fellow fresh·
man friend of mine who
attended the preview week·
end. For her, P.R.l.D.E was an
opportunity to open up to new
people and "test her social lim·
its." Through the various
skill-building, uncompetitive
activities, she saw herself
stepping outside of her com·
fort zone. Regardless of race or
ethnicity,
everyone
she
encountered
during that
weekend was welcoming.
"You're always included," she
said enthusiastically.
Jonathan Gonzalez ['13)
found a "personal connection"
with Trinity through the
P.R.l.D.E activities. Culture
shock was one of his biggest
concerns, coming from New
York City. He found himself
becoming more comfortable
with the campus and its surrounding area as the days
passed by.
Gabrielle Jones ['13) grew
more comfortable with people
from varying cultural back·
grounds during her stay. She
found common ground with
different people, sidestepping
drama and animosity and
encountering respect instead.
Another impressive aspect of
P.R.l.D.E for her was the
approachability of the leaders.

"They hung out with us when
they didn't have to," she
recalled. "They went above
and
beyond
for
us."
Ultimately, P.R.I.D.E provided
Gabrielle with a stronger
sense of presence at Trinity, as
she felt that participants
would have the potential to
"stand out as leaders for the
whole school."
Even though I wasn't
there, these comments and my
own experiences clarified the
benefits of the P.R.l.D.E
event: it is more than an intro·
ductory weekend for interna·
tional students and minority
groups. The program instills
comfort and confidence in
those who would normally
find themselves lost in the
crowd, and encourages understanding and collaboration
amongst different cultures.
All in all, P.R.I.D.E. smoothes
out what could be a rocky
transition to college, which
improves - not hinders - the
college experience in the long
run.
Sabrina said something to
me that I found particularly
striking, especially considering
assertions to the contrary:
"(P.R.I.D.E.) is not minority·
based at all." With that in mind,
everyone should have P.R.I.D.E,
whether they attend the three·
day event or not.
Right now, I'm finding my
own.

Proposed Healthcare Plan Based on Pretenses
continued from page 3
because government healthcare is by its nature inefficient
and costly.
If government
rather than consumers pay for
healthcare, consumers will nat·
urally consume more of some·
thing they see as free. The only
way to counter this is by
rationing healthcare and pay·
ing providers less for services.
Our politicians have already
demonstrated that they are
unwilling to make these tough
choices, as one of the causes of
increasing healthcare expendi·
tures are mandates by the gov·
ernment that all private insurance companies cover a
panoply of elective treatments,
including chiropractors and
contraceptives. The alterna·
tive is to appoint a massive and
heartless bureaucracy to decide
which treatments deserve the
government's money and which
do not. The result will be ballooning administrative costs,
long wait times, and restriction
of access to physicians.
Earlier this year, Obama
was fond of saying that
Americans who like their
insurance won't have to switch
plans, "period". However, in
his recent speech he was forced
to say that such people will not
be "required" by his proposal to
switch plans; thus was an out·
right untruth transformed into
a half-truth. With a govern·
ment sponsored and subsidized
insurance plan available, many
businesses may choose to drop
health insurance - one conser·

vative
estimate
by
the
Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) said this will happen to
more than 3 million Americans
within five years. This does
not even count the people
whose insurance companies
will be forced out of business by
unfair "competition" with the
government insurance plan
and the exorbitant fees levied
on them in the plan. Of course,
the
stated
object
of
Congressional leadership is to
eventually have the majority of
Americans on the government
plan, and Nancy Pelosi's
[Speaker of the House] dearest
wish is for there to someday be
a "single-payer" system socialized medicine.
Another misrepresentation
that Obama repeated many
times earlier this year was that
4 7 million Americans are unin ·
sured and need the govern·
ment's help to get insurance.
For this speech, the number
was reduced to 30 million
because mainstream media
outlets had started to take
notice of the embarrassing fact
that the 4 7 million figure
included millions of illegal
immigrants. There are many
reasons why 30 million
Americans do not have health
insurance - many are young
and do not want it, others can·
not afford it. The plan simply
ignores all these root causes
and mandates people to get
insurance or face fines. The
problem for the middle class,
the supposed beneficiaries of
all these massive changes, is

that the CBO estimates that
they will be forced into paying
more than 15 percent of their
household income on premiums
or face steep fines, a ruinous
expense for those already
stretched thin.
There is a simple, free market solution to the unwieldy
government mess. The easiest
and most effective reform, paid
mere lip-service to in the current bills, would be to eliminate
restrictions on buying insurance across state lines. Many
states, including New York,
California, and Connecticut,
require plans with expansive
benefits, and low deductibles,
leading to higher premiums.
Allowing people to buy across
state lines would allow them to
choose
low-frills,
high·
deductible coverage at a low
premium. Furthermore, individuals currently have very lit·
tle choice in their provider
because the government pro·
vides tax credits to businesses,
but not individuals, to provide
insurance. Switching this situ·
ation around will empower con·
sumers to choose a plan that is
appropriate for them and save
money on coverage they do not
need. What we need is more
choice and power to the con·
sumer, not less. Government
cannot control costs from afar,
but when consumers are made
to pay for health care as they
consume it, they will - and
who knows better about which
treatments are needed: the
individual and their doctor or a
government bureaucrat?
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Neuroscience Program Jones to Remain President Until 2015
Receives National Honor

Rena Fraden have nothing but campus.
Before coming to Trinity,
admiration for Jones's ability
top of all his duties as college as a leader. "Colleges are com- Jones explained his stance to
president, Jones also manages plex places with a variety of a reporter at The Hartford
to teach at least one academic challenges. Some are trying to Courant: "Alcohol abuse is a
course a year, which are advance the borders of knowl- national issue, not confined to
always popular with students edge, some trying to keep the Kalamazoo College - not conand fill up quickly.
steam pipes running, and fined to Trinity College. In my
Valuing an open rapport some trying to keep everyone opinion it is not so much a polwith the campus, and most healthy and fit," said Alford. icy issue as it is an education
·
especially with students, "President Jones has an issue."
Before coming to Trinity,
Jones has participated in unusual ability to understand
and appreci- Jones worked as president
direct
question
ate a broad and professor of humanities at
and answer inter"President Jones has an
spectrum of Kalamazoo
College
in
views as well as
unerring instinct for the challenges Michigan. Prior to that he
cooperating with
articles
each core principles that guide and people. taught at Southern Methodist
University in Texas and
semester he has
residential liberal arts col- He lavishes
more praise Washington University in
been at Trinity.
leges like Trinity."
Originally, Jones
on
people Saint Louis, MO. He was also
than anyone a
preceptor
for
the
answered quesI know."
Department of French and
tions featured in
Rena Fraden
Philology
at
a "Dear Jimmy"
"As
an Romance
column,
which Associate Dean of Students a c a d e m i c , Columbia University.
Jones completed his underwho
has
later evolved into
work
at
the
a series of inter·
taught many graduate
views titled "Jimmy gets generations of students, and University of Virginia and
Carv'd Up" with recent gradu- written
scholarly
books, went on to earn his master's
ate Carver Diserens '09.
President Jones has an unerr- degree at Emory University.
At Columbia University he
"I only went to one college, ing instinct for the core princibut I have never heard of ples that guide residential lib- went on to earn both a M.
another president being as eral arts colleges like Trinity: Phil. and a Ph.D., before earnaccessible as he is," said bringing together students ing a Certificat, Degre Avance
Diserens of their meetings. "It from different background and from the Ecole des Professeurs
would not be unusual for me interests to learn from each de Franc;ais a l'Etranger, the
to sit in his office for 45 min- other and from an equally Sorbonne.
utes at a time, even if the diverse, intellectually engaged
Jones currently holds
many
awards,
including
interview only lasted for 20.
faculty," said Fraden.
Jones' popularity is evi- Chevalier, Ordre des Palmes
"When he talked to me, he
wasn't talking to just me, he denced in the increase in Academiques by the French
was talking to the paper and alumni giving with a 40 per- government, and serves on
by extension, the students. He cent increase in alumni giving committees such as the
values the kind of open dia· in 2006. Likewise, 97 percent Rassias
Foundation
at
logue and whenever I talked of the graduating Class of Dartmouth University
Jones and his wife, Jan,
to him, I could tell that he was 2006 donated money to their
conscious of students' feelings class gift.
live on campus with their
Jones is also a well-publi- three Irish field setters, who
and concerns."
Two of his closest col- cized advocate for lowering can be seen attending sportleagues, Dean of Students the drinking age to 18, which ing events and being walked
Frederick H.P. Alford and has only enhanced his reputa - by students from time to
Associate Dean of Students tion with undergraduates on time.
continued from page 1

cial with a long history of neuroscience in the liberal arts
environment," said Masino.
Trinity College became the "The designation is recognifirst college in Connecticut tion of our excellent curricuand the 17th in the nation to lum, faculty, and students."
be granted a charter into the
Because Trinity is the first
National Honor Society in college in Connecticut to receive
Neuroscience, Nu Rho Psi. A such an accolade, the college will
unanimous three-panel vote officially be named the "Alpha in
awarded Trinity an official Connecticut,"
an
honor
chapter this past week, due to President James F. Jones called
the college's significant contri- "just wonderful."
butions to the Neuroscience
In considering Trinity's
community.
application, The Nu Rho Psi
Executive director of Nu Society found merit in Trinity's
Rho Psi and professor and mission to expand upon "nondischair of the Neuroscience criminatory policies and freeProgram at Baldwin-Wallace dom of inquiry and expression."
College in Ohio, Andrew Similarly, the society was confi.Mickley, informed the Charles dent in the large number of stuA. Dana Research Associate dents involved in the neuroProfessor of Psychology and science program. Lastly, the
Neuroscience, Susan Masino, society looked at the "history of
student co-curricular activity in
of the honor.
Mickley praised the school's the neurosciences that predict
academic achievements in a per- success of a chapter of Nu Rho
sonal letter written to Masino. Psi," according to requirements
"Clearly, Trinity College seems listed on their website.
like a very special place,"
The Nu Rho Psi society is a
Masino said. Noting the ''highly group of academic individuals
qualified" professors at Trinity, whose mission statement is
Mickley commended the neuro- "encouraging professional excelscience program.
lence in scholarship; awarding
"I have been familiar with recognition to students who
the program and faculty at have achieved excellence in
Trinity for a number of years," scholarship; advancing the discisaid Mickley. ''There is undeni- pline of neuroscience and
able evidence that there is an encouraging intellectual and
exceptionally strong community social interaction between stuof student and faculty neurosci- dents, faculty and professionals;
entists."
promoting career development
Masino is excited about the in neuroscience; increasing pubpositive press the Trinity neuro- lic awareness of neuroscience
science program is receiving. and its benefits for society; and
"The leaders in the field noted encouraging service to the comthat Trinity's program is spe· munity."
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity Professor Seeks Change, Announces Bid for Conn. Seat
continued from page 1

2006. Despite his position in
the Lieberman party, Mertens
hopes to procure nominations
under the Independent Party,
the
Green
Party,
the
Connecticut for Lieberman
Party, and the Libertarian
Party.
Mertens' decision to run as
an independent rather than as
a member of a more traditional
party was sparked by his disappointment in Congressional
partisanship. On his website,
http://mertens2010.blogspot.co
ml, Mertens noted "I'm different. I do not want to be a career
politician. I am not a Democrat
or a Republican. I'm a Problem
Solver. I want to force members
of Congress to be responsible,
and implement real solutions
to real problems."
Despite his status as an
independent, many believe
Mertens' campaign will divide
Democratic voters, thus taking
votes away from current
Democratic incumbent,, Senator
Christopher Dodd and leading

to the nomi~tion of a
Republican candidate. Mertens,
however, is not worried. He
notes that one independent
competitor will not defeat a 30year incumbent and that there
are "few real differences"
between
Democratic
and
Republican policies.
The problems Mertens
seeks to fix if elected range
from a spiraling economy to the
energy crisis and drug law
reform. Mertens, noting that
the problems of today will only
grow in size and destructiveness if left unattended to, finds
the health care debate and
national debt some of the most
important issues Americans
face today. "The health care
issue is bigger than most people think[. . .lwe are facing a 36
trillion dollar shortfall m
Medicare over the next 75
years," Mertens explained.
A supporter of Obama's
national health care bill,
Mertens' plan for solving the 36
trillion dollar problem includes
universal healthcare coverage,
thus reducing cost per person.

He then hopes to develop a new
system to reduce overhead and
focus on preventative, and less
expensive, health care.
Mertens also finds a 12 trillion dollar national . debt
extremely troubling. Mertens
fears the country's increased
international borrowing of
money will lead to severe infla tion once money flow dwindles.
Blaming career politicians for
spending "money like drunken
sailors" Mertens accepts that
taxes must be raised and
expenditures must be reduced
if the nation hopes to recover
from economic downfall.
Despite such strong opinions Mertens is quick to note,
"it's not all about money." An
advocate for social justice and
change, Mertens is passionate
about both drug law reform and
the environment. In a speech
given at a Tea Party Coalition
rally in front of the Capitol
building, Mertens defended his,
at times, controversial opinion
regarding the sale and usage of
illegal drugs. "The key to drug
law is harm reduction,"

Mertens stated. Seeking to control the buying and selling of
illegal street drugs, Mertens
calls for legalization and education. "We can't defeat the drug
problem through interdiction,
look at Prohibition," Mertens
said.
Hoping to redistribute the
$50-100 billion spent annually
on imprisonment and law
enforcement for illegal drugs to
drug education and intervention, Mertens also noted the
connection between drug trafficking
and international
crime. Annually, over 50 billion
dollars are sent from the
United States to overseas crim·
inals and terrorist groups
because of illegal street drugs.
Mertens cannot find justifica tion for such actions and, thus,
calls for a shift from imprisonment to education, noting,
"interdiction is senseless."
A
contributor
to
the
Environmental Scienre Department,,
Mertens is also passionate about
environmental change. Explaining
that global warming will be "costly" if not handled correctly

today, Mertens asks everyone
to read a copy of Sir Nicholas
Stern's report on the economics
of climate change. Stern, a
British economist, explained
that global warming will
reduce the GDP by three percent by 2050, whereas preventive efforts to slow the growth
of C02 levels would only lead to
a one percent decrease of the
GDP. Mertens calls for personal
responsibility and Congressional
intervention as global warming
is "the result of human involvement."
Mertens' other political
opinions, goals, and problemsolving strategies can be found on
his personal campaign website
(http://mertens2010.blogspot.com
/). He asks that all Trinity students and faculty members find
him on Facebook, adding him
as a "friend" or becoming a
"fan" of his page. Mertens also
asks that the Trinity community remember him and his plans
for an honest and effective
approach to politics when voting during the 2010 Senatorial
election.
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Post-Commencement Life:
A Profile of Class of 2009

Campus Welcomes First-Years:
A Profile of Class of 2013

continued from page 1
Sotheby Institute of Art in New York
City. Klestadt is thankful for The
Trinity alumni network in Manhattan, connected to the academic side of Trinity
For a graduation class marked by which she has found to be a beneficial at a personal lever' said First-year Dean,
an economic recession and a ground- resource to living in the city.
Margaret Lindsey.
In accordance with previous classes,
According to Klestadt, "the Trinity
breaking new U.S. President the Class
of 2009 graduated Trinity College last alumni network has been nice enough the Class of 2013 comes with an abunyear, both reticent and excited to begin to organize several 'welcome to the dance of scholars. Seven students are
their new lives.
city' and networking events for young Presidential Scholars, nine are Quest
Four months after commencement, alumni which are coming up this Bridge Scholars, 17 are Posse Scholars,
and 14 were valedictorians of their high
official statistics on the Class of 2009 week."
remain sparse as the college's
The events hosted by the Trinity schools.
In a similar fashion, 59 students
Institutional Research Team conducts alumni network, specifically the
post-graduation surveys up to two Trinity Club of New York, include graduated in the top 10 percent of their
years after a class' departure, accord- young alumni harbor cruises and trips senior classes. Furthermore, 24 students received an 800 on one section of
ing to Associate Director for the Office to Yankee Stadium.
Most students find Trinity has their SATs, 18 received an 800 on an SAT
of Institutional
Research
and
Planning, James J. Hughes.
given them the proper foundation to II subject test, and one student received
"Here at Institutional Research we begin their lives as post-graduates. an 800 on three separate SAT II subject
don't have any information on the cur- Now living and working in New York tests.
Among the 146 new athletes who
rent whereabouts of the class of 2009. City, Samantha Moorin '09, is quick to
arrived at Trinity this year are those
After graduation we wait two years so thank her alma mater.
"Trinity has prepared me for many who play more obscure sports, including
that things sort themselves out a little
before we ask about employment and aspects of the 'real world'. I found a nationally ranked rock climber and two
graduate school," Hughes noted.
that independence, balancing a busy black belts. There is also a pentathlete,
Despite a lack of information, the schedule, and hard work were all nec- which requires competing in cross-counAssistant to VP for Alumni and essary to be a successful student at try running, swimming, horseback ridCommunications
Julie
Cloutier Trinity. And so far, these three charac- ing, fencing, and pistol shooting.
In addition there are 87 new artists
released few facts about the Class of teristics seem to be key ingredients to
navigating post-graduate life," Moorin on campus, including a ballroom dancer
2009.
According to Cloutier, 39 recent said.
and a banjo player.
Among the numerous achieveIn contrast to most statistics the
graduates defeated the economic odds
and secured employment. One student ments and accolades of this past year's Class of 2013 is made up of 300 men and
is participating in the Teach for graduating class was the success of 275 women, marking an instance of male
America program.
the senior gift. Assistant Director of students outnumbering their female
Hoping to find employment and Annual Giving/Senior Class Gift counterparts.
In spite of the constant desire for
success away from the U.S., a relative- Program Coordinator, Matthew Glasz
ly large number of the Class of 2009 reported. "The Class of 2009 raised diversity, the amount of racial variety
are exploring life beyond their borders $17,465 towards a scholarship for a was reduced in the incoming class. In
member of the Class of 2013."
contrast to 28 percent of students classiwith 27 living abroad.
As predicted, many members of the
"A significant portion of this gift fying themselves as students of color in
Class of 2009 are continuing to pursue was earned by successfully achieving the Class of 2012, only 19.3 percent of
higher degrees, such as Alexandra 90 percent class participation which students do so in the Class of 2013.
Though the amount of racial diversiKlestadt '09. Klestadt is pursuing her triggered a 2:1 match on all senior
ty is smaller, ethnic diversity increased.
masters degree in Art Business at the gifts and a $5,000 bonus," Glasz said.
CHRISTINA MITROPOULOS '13
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

A new record was set with 38 international students hailing from 27 different
countries,
including
Myanmar,
Lithuania, and Bolivia. These numbers
mark a substantial increase in international students, a 200 percent increase
since 2007.
Nationally, students come from 34
states, and 31 percent are from outside
of the Northeast. Within the First-year
class are 42 students from the West
Coast, 39 from the Mid-Atlantic, 37 from
the Midwest, and 22 from the South.
The Class of 2013 has already begun
to draw attention across campus
according to Dean Lindsey. "Faculty
members have reported that 'it is a
very good class this year,"' she said.

SGA Announces Fall 2009
Election Results

Investigation Continues into
Recent Display of Homophobia
somebody".
Julia Grasso '12 felt similarly. She
stated, " I think that the incident is an
As students continue to adjust to the unfortunate occurrence that reflects
new semester, further investigation into poorly upon our community and I think
the incident of homophobic discrimina- that by this age in our lives we should
have the maturity to know that no one is
tory harassment continues.
On Saturday, Sept. 12, the Associate the same".
Dean of Students, Christopher D. Card
In accordance, Safi McMillan '12
notified the students in an e-mail that found the incident unacceptable. "I
the Campus Safety Department along believe that it is the responsibility of the
with the Dean of Students will be con- students attending Trinity College and
ducting further investigation into the elsewhere to be aware of their harmful
and offensive actions. Targeting an indiincident.
In addition, Card stated that such vidual because of their sexuality is a disincidents "will not be tolerated at gusting violation of respect that cannot
Trinity College and runs contrary to be tolerated," McMillan said.
Currently, Dean Card and his staff
purposes of our College. We will deliber
ately use all appropriate means to deter have not found any leads in identifying
mine the identity of the culprit(s) and the guilty parties.
In response to the lack of informahold them to account for this heinous
tion revealed, President James F. Jones
act."
Over the course of the week, stu- reflected upon the incident and past
dents had time to reflect upon the inci- incidents that he has witnessed.
dent after receiving multiple campusJones concluded, "only cowards do
wide e-mails informing that a student of such vile things in the first place.
gay orientation found homophobic slurs Anonymity, not patriotism as Dr.
and sexually explicit drawings on the Johnson wrote in the eighteenth centuwhite board attached to the outside of ry, is the last refuge of scoundrels. I do
not for a moment think that the base
his door.
Most students firmly condemn the actions of an individual reflect that the
culprit(s)' actions, finding the incident student body as a whole is at all prejunot only unfortunate but also disgusting diced. The students I have come to know
and disrespectful. Both students and well (hundreds of you by now) at Trinity
faculty are disappointed by the poor rep- have no truck, as my grandparents were
resentation of Trinity's campus climate. wont to say, with such contempt for
In response to Card's e-mail, Jane human decency."
If anyone has any information in
Beilenson '12 said "I think it is absolutely absurd and pathetic that somebody regards to the incident, contact the
would stoop to that level and harass Campus Safety Office immediately.

Courtesy of John Marinelli '09

First-years begin their semester with Matriculation.

ASHLEY BURKE '12

Class of 2013
Officers
Christopher Lamb, President
Stephani Roman, Vice President
Leo Liyeung, Secretary

NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

Senators
George Alpert
Ethiopia Kabtimer
Devon Mulhaney
Margaret Nolan
Dobromir Trifonov
Class of 2012
Officers
Nicole Lustig, President
Angus Anderson, Vice President

Senators
Amy Kivela
Panida Pollawit
Alexandra Powell
Lorenzo Sewanan
Terrence Reilly
I

Class of 2011
Officers
Giuliani Lopez, President
Justin Hallquist, Vice President

Senators
Blake Fisher
Hady Matar
William Seals
Benjamin Speicher

Class of 2010
Officers
Samuel Newman, President
Fabio Botarelli, Vice President

Senators
Christopher Gardner
Bryce Blum
Fabio Botarelli
Rebecca Herrigal
Sophia Simpson
Senators-At-Large
Tariq Islam, 2012

IDP Senators
Natalia Kolakowska
Lillie Lavado
There will be a run-off election for
the third IDP Senator. Details to
follow soon

Budget Committee
Christopher Gardener, 2010
Pratheek Kalyanapu, 2012
Giuliani Lopez, 2011
Tariq Islam, 2012

EAC
John Gaffney, 2010
Anton Reuben, 2011
Scott Eckenthal, 2012
George Alpert, 2013
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Dorm Fire Demonstration Shows Destruction and Consequence
SMITH ALPERT '13
NEWSCONTIUBUTOR

In accordance with National Campus
Fire Safety Month, the Hartford Fire
Department (HFD) and Trinity College
co·sponsored an event to demonstrate the
consequences of dorm room fires.
National Campus Fire Safety Month,
an initiative now in its fifth year, has
motivated colleges to teach their students
the dangers of dorm room fires and the
importance of reacting quickly if such a
fire should occur. The initiative was
established by a group of parents who
had lost children in campus fires.
On average, 15 college students lose
their lives to preventable dorm room fires
each year.
With that fact in mind, an official
national petition was recognized and
Congress designated September as
National Campus Fire Safety Month.
Likewise, two resolutions on fire preven·
tion were passed last year.
National Campus Fire Safety Month
officially began Sept. 17 with a rally in
front of the Capitol building in
Washington D.C.
On Thursday, Sept. 10, more than 300
Trinity students gathered on the Mather
quadrangle to witness two demonstra·
tions. 1\vo 8x8 mock dorm rooms were set
aflame to show students the swiftness of
fires and the importance of sprinkler sys·
terns.
Constructed using plywood, both
rooms were furnished with the typical
college furniture and accents: bed, desk,
chair, bureau, posters, blankets and
white board.
The first room to be set ablaze did not
contain a sprinkler system. Firemen from
the HFD placed an accelerant in the first
room's trash can and lit a fire using a

Courtesy of http://www.trincoll.edu/

Hartford Fire Department extinguishes mock dorm fire on the Mather quad during a controlled demonstration for National Campus Fire Safety Month.

match.
The smoke alarm in the first room was
triggered after 43 seconds and two min·
utes later flames had almost entirely con·
sumed the room, igniting the roof. A
remote thermometer placed in the room
registered an internal temperature of 310
degrees Fahrenheit.
Kyle Muir '13 was 40 feet from the
fires . "I can feel the heat all the way up
here," he noted. Students in attendance at
the presentation took note of the serious·
ness of dorm fires while smoke and ash
billowed out onto the quad.
"I can't imagine how difficult it would

be to get out of there without the sprin·
klers," said Gracie Phillips '13. "The
smoke alone would be totally disorientat·
ing."
In contrast to the first room, the sec·
ond simulated dorm was meant to demon·
strate the power of a simple fire preven·
tion sprinkler system.
Within 45 seconds of the fire being
ignited, the sprinklers were activated,
drowning the flames before any signifi:
cant fire damage could occur within the
room.
Traffic was baracaded from entering
the area of the controlled demonstration.

Both mock dorm fires were extinguished
by firefighters of the HFD with Lt. Roger
Martin and Chief Edward Cacareis of the
Hartford Fire Marshall's Office as super
visors.
Also on hand at the presentation was
the HFD's mobile smoke simulator, a
retrofitted trailer designed to replicate
the way smoke fills a room and educate
citizens on the proper procedures for
evacuating a smoke-filled building.
For more information on National
Campus Fire Safety Month and initia·
tives to prevent dorm room fires, please
visit www.campusfiresafetymonth.org.
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Intercollegiate
Update

.A.

News In Brief---

Assumption College

Marist College

Woman Impaled with Branch

Suspect Found in Yale Murder

Students at Assumption College
in Worcester, Mass. began their
semester with heavy hearts, mourning
the loss of Alyssa Nanopolous.
Nanapolous, who would be beginning her sophomore year, was killed
this past summer when she was struck
by a vehicle while jogging. The driver
was not charged.

Reports from Marist College's
health services claim two students
have tested positive for Influenza
A, the HlNl strain. The students
were given antivirul drugs and were
sent home to recover. Preventive
efforts were taken for the roommates of the infected to prevent a
possible outbreak.

A northern Idaho woman was
impaled by a falling tree branch while
she was driving this past week. Michelle
Childers, 20, was rushed to the hospital
to remove the 13-inch branch from her
neck. Childers, who remembers feeling
"only intense pressure" endured an
extensive six· hour emergency surgery.
She is now in stable condition and doc·
tors are confident she will make a full
recovery.

Investigators have arrested 24-yearold Raymond Clark in connection to the
murder of Yale University graduate
student, Annie Le. Clark, an animal lab
technician for the University, is
charged with first degree murder after
police matched hair, saliva, and finger·
nail samples to evidence found at the
scene of the murder. Clark is reported·
ly uncooperative with police and no
motive has been released.

Syracuse University

Penn State University

Fatal Crash Kills US Soldier

Obama to Meet with Leaders

Three Syracuse University students were sent to the hospital
early Sunday morning after suffering stab wounds at the hands of
20-year-old Syracuse student,
Rashaun K. Cameron. Cameron
reportedly resorted to violence
after he was not granted admission to a fraternity party.

Penn State University freshman
Joseph Dado was found dead after
being reported missing. Last seen
leaving a fraternity party early
Sunday morning, Dado's body was
found near a mechanical room on
campus. The cause of death
appears to be a 15-foot fall from a
ledge.

In a statement released by the
United States Military this past
Sunday, a helicopter crash at an air
base north of Baghdad is responsible
for the death of one US soldier and the
injuries of 12 others. No details of the
crash have been released, but reports
show the crash was not a result of hos·
tile fire. This death marks the eighth
US casualty of the month.

After a disappointing attempt to
encourage peace talks between Israel
and Palestine, President Barack
Obama plans to meet with Israeli
Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas and
Palestinian Prime Minister Salam
Fayyad in New York on Tuesday.
Obama hopes this meeting will be the
vital next step in increasing peace
between the two volatile parties.

Wheaton College

University of Connecticut

Dementia Expected to Increase

CIA Practices Found Damaging

Famed news anchor and reporter,
Ann Curry, is slated to speak at the
175th commencement of Wheaton
College's Class of 2010. Curry
received three Emmy Awards for her
reporting of the 1987 L.A.
Earthquake and the crisis in Darfur
in 2007. Curry will receive an honory
Doctor of Human Letters from
Wheaton College.

Former
University
of
Connecticut undergraduate student, Frank P. Cirilio was charged in
the highly publicized sexual assault
incident which occurred on campus
last year. Charges against Cirilio
were changed from "first degree sexual assault, first degree burglary" to
"two misdemeanor charges and
criminal trespassing".

The
recently released World
Alzheimer Report notes the number of
people with dementia will reach 115.4
million people by the year 2050. The
report aims to raise awareness of the
dangers of misdiagnosed dementia and
also to destigamatize mental deteriora·
tion. The report also notes the risk fac·
tors for dementia, which include heart
disease, obesity, and diabetes.

According to a recently released scientific paper, interrogation practices
utilized by the CIA under the Bush
administration have led to brain damge
in terrorist suspects. Such brain dam·
age can lead to the inability for sus·
pects to recall the details they are
expected to know. The paper notes the
brain damage has decreased success in
obtaining information.
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Dear Diary,
Last night was total hell. I was with Chris· at the Hall. He had called me over early because
it was just mostly seniors there and he wanted to hang out. So, obviously I left all of my girls in
High Rise and promised to text them when I got there. Anybody worth talking to was there. It was
so much fun. Chris was all over me. Like, finally all of those afternoons in the tanning bed were
paying off.
So, I was over there early, but at about 12:30 they started letting anybody in. I mean,
kids I had never seen before. Like, I understand that the whole point is to have a ton of people
there, but I did not know anyone there and I was like who the fuck are these people and what are
they doing here. I mean, one skinny bitch didn't even know how to light a cigarette. Please. Go
home little girl. And, on top of that, the girls were dressed like total skanks. I mean ... I never
<4'essed like that as a freshman! One girl walked by me, and all she was wearing over her boobs
was a bandana! A bandana!
Just while Chris and I were really getting serious and I thought that we were going back
to his room like we have been doing for the past three nights, this little skank from North comes
over and starts talking to him! Right in front of me! Who the fuck does she think she is! Hello! And
I'm like, "Chris, Chris, I'm tired ... " and he isn't even listening to me. And even though I am wearing my best scarf top and JBrand jeans that really hide my fat ass, Chris is totally checking her
out! This little girl is dressed like a total ho, and the only reason she is so skinny is because she
hasn't had time to gain the freshman 20. She will, though; she has to!

.-----Top 5----Deals on Cave Food

5. Gummy worms in plastic case.

4.

$4.59 Naked Juice.

3.

Entire pan of Rice Krispie
Treats.

2.

Stale cookies in plastic baggies.

1. Cave Mary's half-eaten ... sand,
wich.

Chris said that she wanted a beer, so he went behind the bar and got her one himself. I
actually couldn't believe it. I just couldn't believe my eyes. And so when I was talking to Mike and
we were in next to the pool table, I look over, and Chris is making out with this freaking 104 pound
idiot. I can't describe what happened next, I WAS SO PISSED. I walked over with my beer, and
with my sorority sisters behind me I poured a beer on her face. Good luck getting into my sorori ·
ty, bitch! My girls are the best, we put that little slut in her place. And, who the fuck cares about
Chris, he isn't even the prez of his fraternity anyway.
I am so sick of these tiny bitches walking onto my scene, and thinking that they can run
it. They can't. You need to put in time around here to get places. I have four years of networking
and learning about all of the guys for the sole reason of getting a ticket to every theme party. I just
can't be replaced.
Totally Washed Up,

Malarney... What's Hotter?

Reasons Why She Isn't Coming Home with You

"Kitlers" courtesy of catsthatlooklikehitler.com
Percentage of People on Campus Who:

ta
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International House Opens to Much Anticipation, Celebration
The iHouse Rocks Vernon Street With Various Participants Excited for Inauguration
WEI WEI XIE '11
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

After a year of preparation and
anticipation, the International
House (iHouse) had its inauguration last Friday, Sept. 18.
Students,
faculty
members,
trustees, and guests gathered in
front of 104-106 Vernon St. and
celebrated the official opening.
This exciting event brought cam pus-wide attention, as students
came to see the newly-furnished
house.
The ceremony started at 4:30
p.m. as soft sunlight warmed the
grass in front of the house. The
exotic Indian dance performed by
Khurty
Ramudu
'12
and
Muhammad
Hardiansyah '12
kicked off the ceremony, winning a
round of applause from everyone
present. The Trinitones rendered
an Irish blessing, followed by a
procession of student flag bearers.
Forty-six students of different
nationalities processed to the
Trinity anthem "Neath the Elms,"
performed by The Trinity Pipes.
With the brightly colored flags
lined up in front of the house, stu dents and faculty, as well as guest
speakers, spoke. Tomas Kavanagh
'11, the president of iHouse, welcomed and formally introduced
iHouse and its e- Board. Among the
student organizers are Ankit Saraf
'10 serving as the vice president,
Orko Momin '10 as public representative, Kara Tan '12 as treasurer, and Pooja Shakya '11 as secretary.
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford and Associate Dean of
Students Ann Reuman both played
a critical role in the implementa tion of the iHouse plan, and they
expressed their great *delight at
the successful opening of the
house.
Among the guest speakers was
Henry Alford, Dean Alford's brother, a renowned journalist for The
New York Times and Vanity Fair.
He entertained the audience with
his humorous allusions to a variety of cultures. Kavanagh then
expressed his gratitude toward
everyone who has been continuously involved with iHouse. He
finished his speech with an excerpt
from the poem "Digging" by
Seamus Heaney: "Between my finger and my thumb," he recited,
"the squat pen rests. I'll dig with
it."
The ceremony culminated in
ribbon cutting conducted by
Cornelia Parson Thornburgh '80, a
trustee who made a tremendous
contribution to the funding of
iHouse.
After the inauguration, everyone went inside where they
enjoyed a variety of luscious international foods as well as good company. Meanwhile eight members of
the Latin Dance Club (Elsie Arce
'12, Ginger Mills '12, Raquel
Mendoza '12, Mary Moor '12,

Shaun Hoang ' 12

The colors of various worldwide flags dotted the opening of the International House.

Shaun H·oang ' 12

Flags lined the street as the International House opened its doors this Friday, Sept. 18.

Shaun Hoang ' 12

Trinity students celebrated the opening of the International House with vari9_1,!§ festivjties.

Carlos Miranda '12, Jhonny Ruiz
'12, Randy Ferrufino '11, and
Ismael Roman '12) showed off
their various dazzling dance
moves.
The idea of iHouse started a
year ago when a group of students
and faculty, dissatisfied with the
monotonous social scene, came
together with the vision of incorporating a variety of cultures into
the atmosphere of campus, while
fostering an alternative to weekend partying. At the time, there
were a number of houses available
for use as cultural houses on
Vernon Street. Consequently, they
came up with the idea of having an
international house and thus
began the painstaking process of
making this dream come true. For
the past year, students, faculty,
and other members of the College
have worked tirelessly on this
project, from the selection of the
house to the interior decoration.
In spite of its name, iHouse
caters to the entire Trinity community, including non-international
students. According to the mission
statement of iHouse, the house
strives to provide a comfortable
environment "where the members
9f Trinity community< experience
international hospitality and
vivacity." The constitution further
states that the central purpose of
iHouse is "to promote on-campus
appreciation of diversity by broadening the scope of cultural and
social activities and presenting an
international context to the
exchange of ideas and perspectives
in an inter-dependent world."
Although not yet fully furnished, iHouse has all the essentials to provide students with a
homey and comfortable getaway
from busy schoolwork. The eBoard is in the process of perfecting the house and planning out the
various events for the semester.
iHouse hosted its first event (the
international dance party) at the
beginning of this semester. It was
a huge success with a great
turnout.
A number of faculty members
also expressed their support and
optimism for the future of the
house.
As an international student at
Trinity who has witnessed and
participated in the establishment
of the iHouse, I am truly excited
for its inauguration. Trang Luong
'11, an international student from
Vietnam, also commented on the
inauguration of iHouse. She said
she was "really glad there is a
place where students from different cultures can interact and have
fun."
We're hopeful that iHouse, as a
new landmark on campus, willfulfill its goal and bring about the
change we've been looking forward
to.
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Twitter: A Popular Celebrity Trend To Consider "Following"
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
ARTS EDITOR

When
Twitter
first
emerged onto the social-networking scene in 2007, I admit
I was one of its critics. "What's
the point?" I asked myself
after signing up for an account
last September. "Isn't this
what Facebook is for?" I couldn't have been more wrong.
See, the beauty of Twitter
is how multifaceted it is. Some
people use it as an offshoot of
Facebook, while others use it
to tell the world that class is
over for the day, or their life
totally sucks, or they're excited about the new season of
"Grey's Anatomy" starting this
Thursday. Others, particularly bloggers, use it to keep in
touch with their readers, pri-

marily those who don't
already stalk them via RSS
feeds , and inform them of new
posts. And still others, like
me , use it as a catch-all for
commentary on pop culture,
funny links, and the occasional one-liner (when I can
muster up the wit). Add to this
the fact that you don't have to
be "friends" with any Twitter
user to view their tweets (the
140-character messages users
can text or post to their
account) and you've already
eliminated the most annoying
thing about Facebook: the
inherent politics of "friending." "Following," as Twitter
calls it, is merely subscribing
to a user's tweets, much like
one would do when subscribing to a blog's RSS feed ; so
long as your tweets aren't pro-

tected (and in order to get the
full experience, they shouldn't
be), anyone can read, reply to,
or forward ("retweet," or RT)
your tweets to share your brilliance (or conversely, your
ridiculousness) with his or her
followers .
The entertainment industry in particular has benefited
from the recent upsurge in
Twitter usage. Musicians,
actors, and writers can more
easily communicate with their
fans and inform t h em of
upcoming tour dates, new
projects, and book signings.
This worked out in favor of the
British band Muse this summer when they posted a series
of interactive clues to help
Muse fans around the world
reveal the title and .mp3 of
one of the tracks from their

new album, The Resistance.
The tech world is also find ing new avenues to pursue
with Twitter. In honor of the
company's 10th birthday,
Moonfruit, a Web development
company, hosted a MacBook
giveaway this past summer,
handing out one MacBook
each day for 10 days. The only
requirement to enter the competition was to simply add the
#moonfruit hashtag to your
tweets. In exchange for the
free press, followers had the
chance to win a new computer
- and they jumped at that
chance. Moonfruit received
more than 500,000 tweets during the campaign.
The blogosphere, too, has
taken Twitter by storm, with
sites like
Entertainment
Weeklys Pop Watch, Ausiello

Files,
MTV's
Hollywood
Crush, and Go Fug Yourself
posting news as soon as they
receive it. I can easily be
briefed on what's new in pop
culture without having to open
a single browser window (provided TweetDeck, one of the
many third-party Twitter feed
readers, isn't acting up). Call
me lazy, but my computer's
memory sucks, and if Twitter
can help ease the load on my
RAM, well, that's just one
more credit to its name .
So for those of you still
doubting, let me just say: Try
it. I guarantee you will find
something to interest you enough to escape the drudgery
of your best friend's relationship problems and your little
sister's emo status updates, if
only for a little while.

Jamail Gives a Voice To Disillusioned Soldiers in Middle East
continued from page 1
addressed by independent
journalist Dahr J amail at the
Hope Out Loud Peace and
Arts Festival in Bushnell
Park on Sunday, Sept. 20, an
event that included fundraising for Iraq Veterans Against
th e War, a non-profit group
supporting s oldiers . J amail
recently published his second
book, The Will to Resist:
Soldiers Who Refuse to Fight
in Iraq and Afghanistan, earlier this year. Jamail stumble d upon his material after
speaking with soldiers on
active duty in Iraq, many of

whom expressed feelings of
apprehension and reticence
about fighting . Some of the
soldiers Jamail interviewed
even described what they
referred to as "search and
avoid" (a play on "search and
destroy'') missions, which consisted mainly of trying to
avoid any sort of conflict. On
several separate occasions,
J a mail heard similar stories
of soldiers who felt that there
was a disconnect between
what they we were being told
by the Pentagon, and the reality that they saw during
deployment.
In his speech, J a mail

Erin Caner '10
Bushnell Park was alive with motion this weekend as speakers took the stage.
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explained the unique and difficult situation soldiers face
when they disagree with the
war cause .
"[They] are not unpatriotic, not lazy, not shirking their
duty," Jamail said. "They are
morally and lawfully obliged
to refuse to serve."
The audience laughed and
clapped as Jamail detailed
ways in which soldiers secretly sabotaged missions and
flew under the radar, while
volunteers walked around
handing out flyers and
leaflets covering tppics on
subjects from court marshaled
soldiers to healthcare .
"If soldiers, with so much
to lose, are willing to put it all
on the line, what are we willing to do to support them?"
J amail asked.
After his speech, Jamail
took direct questions from the
audience about his time in the
Middle East. One man asked,
"So, is the war over now? Are
we leaving?"
Jamail laughed and essentially said that not only is the
U .S. still in Iraq and
Afghanistan, but, instead of a
substantial withdrawal, there
has been a massive re-classification of troops from "combat"
to "support." Additionally,
there has been over a 20 percent increase in the number of
independent contractors in
Iraq
and
Afghanistan.
According to Jam ail, soldiers
are also obviously frustrated
by the "stop· loss" practice,
which allows the Pentagon to
halt a contract and in definitely extend a soldier's deploy-

ment.
J amail cited the media as
one of the major forces responsible for the beginning of the
war. Accusing mainstream
journalists of acting as the
"Pentagon's lapdogs" and failing to fulfill their duty of adequately investigating the
Administration's actions back
in 2002 and 2003, Jamail
insists it was they who instigated the downfall of their
own industry. Judging by the
slogans on their various hemp
T-shirts and the buttons
adorning their organic-cotton
messenger bags, many of the

attendees shared in this dissatisfaction with the mainstream media.
"We're watching the death
of mainstream journalism.
Corporate journalists is .e ating itself . . . it's a dinosaur
and it's over," said J amail.
Whether or not J amail is
right about the downfall of
American media remains to
be seen. If one thing is certain, it is that the structure of
mainstream journalism has
been irreparably changed,
and this may be due in large
part to it s handling of the
Iraq war.

Top 5
Signs It's Rush Week

5. Swarms of girls in sundresses
and boys in button-downs
walking toward Vernon Street
4. Squealing by the mail boxes
3. Crying by the mail boxes
2. Sudden, unexplained silent

treatment from your friends

1. No Late Night on Thursday?!

What are we supposed to do
... homework?

No Toilet Paper?
No Problem!

Danger In Every Elevator:
Misplaced Mattresses

You Have The Right To
Remain Three Feet Away

Hit, Hit,
and Run

When n ature calls, sometimes you just can't wait,
and one female this weekend took th at notion to the
extreme. At a certain venue
on Vernon Street, AT spotted this dirty girl using a
radiator to relieve herself.
AT advises, next time, please
do your business in private.

Typically, you get in the elevator, press a button, and ride to
the floor you want. This weekend, pranksters interrupted this
process by propping their foul.smelling mattresses against the
elevator doors, creating an avalanche for elevator passengers.
Um, hello, you could have
messed up AT's perfect coiff.

There are some situations
even Trinity's finest can't prepare for. This weekend, AT
spotted a female student talking
to an officer, then close her eyes
and do the trusty tilt and 90degree lean in before he quickly
moved away. On the bright side,
it's about time Campo started
getting some appreciation.

On Saturday night, one
female partier attempted to stop
a local Hartfordian from breaking into a car by punching him
in the face. Apparently this
wannabe carjacker never learned
not to hit a girl, because he
swung right back. He got away,
but AT applauds the actions of
Trinity's heroic crimestopper.

ARTS
The Trinity Tripod

Dworin Calls Attention to
MUSE

Dance with "40 Forward!"
continued from page 1
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RESISTANCE

The Resistance is Intelligent, Powerful
Black
Holes
or
2003's
Absolution, widely considered
Muse's crowning achievement.
Muse's 2006 album Black
The first single from The
Holes and Revelations editorial- Resistance, "Uprising," is a
izes on faith, love, conspiracy bit heavy-handed, with lyrics
theories, politics, and space, so I like, "If you could flick the
suppose I was not too surprised switch to open your third eye I
that their new album, The You'd see that we should never
Resistance, plays on similar be afraid to die." It's sad, realthemes. In fact, lead guitarist, ly, because it could be a smart
singer, and pianist Matthew song about the U.S. banking
Bellamy goes a step further this situation, which is how bassist
time around, openly citing Chris Wolstenholme describes
George Orwell's 1949 novel 1984 it. With lyrics like "Another
as an influence for the new packaged lie to keep us
album; the title track in particu- trapped in greed I And all the
lar is meant to be "a retelling of green belts wrapped around
the
relationship
between our minds I And endless red
Winston and Julia," the doomed tape to keep the truth concouple from Orwell's novel.
fined," this song could be an
Bellamy's fascination with interesting commentary on
conspiracy theories hasn't com- materialism ("green belts"
pletely disappeared, either; "MK being money) and the untrustULTRA" references the U.S. gov- worthiness of the financial
ernment-run program of the world, which is especially relesame name that experimented vant given cases like Bernie
with mind control through drug Madoff's. However, the irreletherapy (which resulted in the vant chorus - "They will not
creation of LSD) and hypnosis, force us I They will stop
primarily as a means of interro- degrading us I They will not
gation. The project was also ref- control us I We will be victorierenced in Black Holes, with ous" - sounds like some kind
scans of declassified documents of silly war cry. "Uprising"
appearing in the album's lyric aspires to be The Resistance's
booklet.
"Butterflies and Hurricanes"
Musically speaking, Bell- (from Absolution) but lacks
amy, who also serves as the the epic fervor of the latter.
band's songwriter and music It's catchy, yes, but it falls
arranger, has crafted a beautiful short of the mark.
album. There are a number of
Despite the failings of one
different influences bumping song, Bellamy is ultimately
elbows here - Queen (possibly very clever in crafting the
because the band is drummer music to suit his purposes.
Dominic Howard's favorite), The instrumental outro to
Depeche Mode, and Queens of "Eurasia ," called "Collateral
the Stone Age, to name a few Damage," is likely titled as
bands, and funk, classical, and such because of former
synth-rock thrown in - and yet President George W. Bush's
they mesh seamlessly with speech in which he referred to
funk, classical, and synth-rock, any civilian deaths during the
building on sonic templates United States' invasion oflraq
from 200l's Origin of Symmetry as "collateral damage." The
to create a fantastic modern two-minute outro is an altered
rock album. Lyrically, however, version of Chopin's Nocturne
it doesn't quite match up to in E-fl.at Major (Op. 9, No. 2)
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
ARTS EDITOR

with a backtrack of children
laughing and playing interspersed with jets zooming overhead. Bellamy comments with
this piece that war steals lives;
should we still pursue it so carelessly? This is a purely instrumental exploration of themes
presented in Black Holetl
"Soldier's Poem," and it shows
what a brilliant musician
Bellamy truly is.
Bellamy's classical training
shines through in tracks like
"Eurasia" and "I Belong To
You" (which isn't nearly as
cheesy as the title may suggest,
I promise; it's actually pretty
funky), but it is perhaps most
prominent in "Exogenesis: a
Symphony," a 13-minute "spacerock solo" split into three movements: "Overture," "CrossPollination," and "Redemption."
The entire symphony explores
the concept of exogenesis, or
panspermia: the theory that the
universe is populated with
"seeds" of life and that Earth
(and other celestial bodies) may
have been populated via those
seeds (through cross-pollination from comets, for example). The arrival of life on
Earth
is
chronicled
in
"Overture" - "Who are we? I
Where are we? I When are
we?" - though the narrative
seems to go backwards in
"Cross-Pollination,"
when
Bellamy sings, "The edge of all
our fears rest with you I We
are counting on you I It's up to
you," as if he is speaking to
the life forms leaving for
Earth. "Redemption," however,
seems to take place after the end
of our world, hoping for another
chance: "And we'll be good I This
time we'll get it ... I We'll get it
right."
Despite any shortcomings
this album may have, they seem
to have gotten it "right." Now if
only they would do a substantial
U.S. tour ...

Clearly, Trinity students' interest
in public involvement has a rich
history.
Trinity College was similar to
other American universities in
the 1960s and '70s: alive with
protest and political awareness,
and Dworin's experience was no
different. She remembers her
experience as "a politically alive
time and students were engaged
in social and political activism as
a campus with college strikes
and teach-ins and protests about
the war in Vietnam. So much of
that year represented to me
what college could optimally
really be and provide." Because
the college at that time did not
offer an American Studies major,
Dworin designed her own, utilizing a dance/theater production
as her thesis that explored the
delicate issue of racism.
After petitioning to stay on at
Trinity, Dworin and three female
classmates were the first women
to graduate from the College.
Dworin stayed on at Trinity,
working part-time in administration and teaching dance at
Hartford area schools, so when
Clive Thompson left the school in
1971 to continue his career, she
was afforded a unique opportunity. Then Dean of the Faculty
Edwin Bye offered Dworin the
chance to take over the small
dance program, and under her
guidance and enthusiasm the
program grew and flourished.
Today, the Theater and Dance
Major is a popular one, and
many students look forward to
participating in the Trinity La
MaMa Urban Arts semester in
New York City. Students have
Dworin to thank for the wild success of these programs, and per
forming arts at Trinity in gener
al.
Dworin said that she "would
love to see Trinity continue to
affirm and expand its commitment to the arts and foreground
what is already here so that the
arts become a more integral part

of the life of this community." In
that vein, this Friday the College
will be presenting "40 Forward!,
A Celebration of Dance and CoEducation at Trinity." Starting
at 11 a.m., Clive Thompson and
his wife will return to Trinity to
hold a discussion about dance
and movement in Studio 4 in
Trinity Commons. Saturday
morning at 11 a.m. students
should head to the Performance
Lab at Trinity Commons to catch
Dworin personally leading an
"improvisation jam session" with
live music by David Yeh. At 2
p.m. there will be a roundtable
discussion called "Dance in the
Academy: Breaking Ground and
Making a Difference."
The highlight of the day will
be a "showcase of work by
Theater and Dance faculty past
and present: Rachna Agrawal,
Pedro Alejandro, Michael Burke,
Lorelei Chang, the Judy Dworin
Performance Ensemble, Lesley
Farlow, and Nusha Martynuk
and Carter McAdams. In addition, choreography by Trinity students and Hartford youth from
M.D. Fox Elementary School will
be performed," said a Trinity
press release. Trinity students
are welcome at all events, but
should go to Austin Arts and
reserve tickets if they plan to
attend the showcase at 7:30 p.m.
If you are still skeptical about
whether to attend (maybe you
are wondering: "What does this
have to do with me?''), this might
change your mind: when asked
when and why she started danc:ing, Dworin did not hesitate. "I
have been dancing since I was a
child, and movement and dance
have been a primary and pivotal
source for my understanding
about the world," she said.
"There is a wisdom to the body
that so many of us never get to
know or listen to - culturally we
are deprived in this area - it
has been a rich experience to
open up this world to my students through the years and
enhance and expand their ways
of knowing."

Courtesy of Susan Hood

Professor Lesley Farlow rehearses for "Eve," a reinterpretation of the Bible story.
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Fall Concert Preview: RJD2 and Zion-I Coming to The Mill
JORDYN SIMS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

Perhaps I'm slightly biased
by the fact that one of the artists
for this Saturday's Fall Concert
is from the San Francisco Bay
Area (my ordinary place of residence), but I'm stoked for this
weekend's concert. On the docket are R.JD2, a DJ hailing from
Philadelphia who describes his
style as "psychedelidfunk," and
Zion I, a pair from Oakland,
Calif., whose style is "hiphop/rap/experimental."
It's easy to envision R.JD2's
music in action films, and it does,
in fact, appear in the Guy Ritchie
film Snatch. "Ghostwriter," one
of R.JD2's more well-known
tracks, appears in the movies
"Wimbledon" and "Prime."
Additionally, you may recognize
R.JD2's music from several commercials, such as those for Wells
Fargo and Saturn. The theme
song to "Mad Men" is yet another R.JD2 composition. He is
expecting to release another
album next year. His work has
also appeared in many skateboarding film montages. In addition to his own solo work, R.JD2
has also collaborated with sever
al rappers, including MHz, his
original group, Soul Poison, and

others, including Copywrite, worked with popular underCunninlynguists, Cage, MF ground artists like Talib Kweli,
DOOM, Diverse, and Aceyalone. Aesop Rock, Del tha Funkee
Paste Magazine said of R.JD2 Homosapien, and Gift of Gab.
after his 2007 release of his Their best-known single, which
album "The Third Hand," got them their first significant
"R.JD2's daring innovation and commercial radio play in the San
unconventional melodies are Francisco Bay Area, their home
enough to cement his reputation region, is "The Bay." The song
as hip-hop's most
has become a bit
"RJD2's daring innovaadventurous
of a West Coast
musical astroanthem
(and I
tion and unconventionwon't lie, I can't
naut." For those
al melodies are enough
wait to hear it
of you who might
to cement his reputalive and "get
be
concerned
hyphy with it"
that
R.JD2's
tion as hip-hop's most
ins trumen ta ls
... I so wish I
adventurous musical
could pull off
might be a little
astronaut."
Bay lingo, but
snoozy for a
alas, I cannot.)
Trinity College
concert, fear not.
Paste Magazine Zion I recently
performed at the
to
According
PopMatters
writer
Matt end of August at San Francisco's
Gonzales, who reviewed one of Outside Lands Festival, joining
R.JD2's
performances
in artists such as the Black Eyed
Indianapolis, Ind., at The Patio, Peas, Dave Matthews Band,
"While he prefers working in the Jason Mraz, The Dirtbombs, TV
studio to DJing in a club, he's on the Radio, and Dengue Fever.
aware of the audience's right to Whether you buy my biased
party." R.JD2 has said of live per excitement or not, both R.JD2
formances, "It's a night out. I and Zion I sound like they'll
don't want to make beanbag make for a great Fall Concert not to be missed. You will be able
Vicodin music."
Zion I released their first to find the Trinity Bay continalbum in 2000 and just released gency giving a thizz dance tutoritheir sixth album, "The Take al on the dance floor - be there or
Over," in 2009. The duo has be ... un-hyphy?

ourtesy of www.ftawlesshustle.com

Zion I members DJ Amplive and MC Zumbi pose outside for a press photo.

Courtesy of mindinversion.wordpress.com

RJD2 (Ramble John Krohn's stage name) works the turntable at a concert.

61st Emmy Awards Improve, But Leave Much To Be Desired
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

This year's Emmy Awards
demonstrated a change in direc-

tion for the awards show,
arguably for the better. After
last year's failed experiment of
having five different people host
(the five nominees for Best
Reality Show Host), the producers this year went with a popular television star, Emmy nominee, and veteran host. Neil
Patrick Harris, star of "How I
Met Your Mother," took the job of
emcee for the evening, singing
and dancing much the same way
as he did this past June at the
Tony Awards.
This year's ceremony was
an overhaul from last year's
near-disaster. Harris was a
charismatic host, and the
awards were given out in sections devoted to their genre
(Comedy, Reality, Drama,
Variety, and Miniseries/TV
Movie). While the new organization led to a streamlining of
the show, I felt that by doing
so, certain categories were
unfairly marginalized. By
putting Comedy first, it
seemed far less important
than Drama, which they presented last. Reality, which
came second, was an overall
bore. The winners, specifically
"The Amazing Race" and Jeff
Probst, were repeat winners.
Probst won last year in the
same category, Outstanding
Host for a Reality-Competition
Program, and "The Amazing
Race" has won Outstanding
Reality-Competition Program
every year since 2003. Personal
favorites such as "Project
Runway" and "Top Chef' (specifically Heidi Klum and Padma
Lakshmi for Outstanding Host)

were left empty-handed.
Left empty-handed as well
was Harris, who was nominated for Outstanding Supporting
Actor in a Comedy Series for
"Mother," losing to Jon Cryer of
"Two and a Half Men." I find it
hard normally to see Cryer and
not think of him as Ducky from
Pretty in Pink, and his Emmy
outfit, a black striped suit
with blue and gold sweater
vest, was not helping his case.
Toni Collette won a surprise victory for Lead Actress
in a Comedy series for "The
United States of Tara" over
Tina Fey, last year's winner,
who was a heavy favorite, for
"30 Rock." "30 Rock'"s Alec
Baldwin won for Lead Actor in
a Comedy series, and the show
deservedly won Outstanding
Comedy Series for the third
year
running,
beating
"Entourage," "Family Guy,"
"Flight of the Conchords,"
"How I Met Your Mother,"
"The Office," and "Weeds."
"Mad Men" won Outstanding Drama Series for the second year in a row, beating out
"Big Love," "Breaking Bad,"
"Damages," "Dexter," "House,"
and past winner "Lost." Bryan
Cranston
beat out
the
favorite, "Mad Men"'s Jon
Hamm, for Outstanding Lead
Actor in a Drama Series
("Breaking Bad").
Glenn
Close won the respective
Actress award for her role on
"Damages".
The
traditional
"In
Memoriam" section of the
show was especially full this
year, given all of the celebrity
deaths. Sarah McLachlan
sang her classic song "I Will
Remember You" while pictures
of the deceased flashed across
the screen. For me, this was

particularly sad because of the
association I have with
McLachlan and the ASPCA
commercials she stars in,
chronicling variou~ types of
animal abuse. The super skinny dalmatian makes me tear
up every time, and I am decidedly not a dog lover.
As a start to awards sea son, this show was kind of a
dud. Despite Harris' charisma
and great energy, the show
felt more like an obligation to
honor television than a real
celebration of it. I am a huge
television fan, and many of
my favorite shows received
nominations and wins. But at
the end of the day, I'd rather
watch "Mother" than watch
Harris host an awards show,
and I'd rather watch "30
Rock" than watch Tina Fey
make ~tale jokes with Justin
Timberlake.

Courtesy of The Examiner
Neil Patrick Harris hosts the 61st Emmy Awards at the Nokia Theater in Los Angeles.

CINESTUDIO
IN THE LOOP
The 'funniest movie to come out of the Iraq War' is right up there with the 'best of political black
comedies, from Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove to the Marx Brothers' Duck Soup. The frighteningly
believable lunacy begins when a rather thick Cabinet minister (Tom Hollander) blurts out that
a Middle East conflict is "unforeseeable." He is instantly attacked by all sides: supporters and
opponents of war, the press, a bullying Pentagon general (James Gandol.fini), an angry voter
(comedian Steve Coogan), and the minister's hilariously foul-mouthed spin doctor (Peter
Capaldi).
Wednesday, Sept. 23, Thursday, Sept. 24, Friday, Sept. 25, Saturday, Sept. 27, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 27, 2: 30 p.m.

O'HO RTEN
Even if you're not Norwegian or even slightly Scandinavian, you'll still enjoy this whimsical-ina-good-way movie that might best be described as "Ingmar Bergman's Wild Strawberries done
as a comedy"! The film opens as the about to retire engineer Odd Horten (Bard Owe) takes his
last train through the gorgeous snowy expanses of the North. What lies ahead is the big question. Does he dare to eat a peach, fly in a plane, survive a nighttime drive with a blindfolded
driver, or even wear red high heels? A tender look at the possibilities waiting to be explored as
we age, or as one character challenges Horten, "It is never too late for driving blind!"
Sunday, Sept. 28, Monday, Sept. 29, Tuesday, Sept. 30, 7 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 28, 2:30 p.m.

"
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Baseball Honored in Cooperstown
STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
EDITOR-IN-CHJEF

The National Baseball Hall
of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y.
immortalizes such events as
Don Larsen's perfect game in
the 1956 World Series, Jackie
Robinson's breaking of the color
barrier, and the Red Sox' first
World Series victory in 86
years. Now that list includes
Trinity College's record-breaking 45-1 season and College
World Series title in 2008.
As every Trinity student
worth his or her salt knows by
now, the baseball team won 44
straight games on their way to
capturing
Trinity's
first
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
Championship title in any
sport. After a perfect regular
season, the Bantams' only
blemish came in a loss in the
first of two championship
games against the Johns
Hopkins University Blue Jays.
They rebounded to win Game

EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

Stephanie Apstein '10

The 2008 Trinity baseball team received this small spot in a HoF display case.

Two, 5-4, on a walk-off walk to
then-co-captain and third baseman, Guy Gogliettino '08.
The celebration extended
into the following fall, when the
players threw out the first pitch
at a Red Sox game at Fenway
Park and received their championship rings during halftime
at a University of Connecticut
Huskies football game. Better
still, they have attained the

Stephanie Apstein '10

Hall of Fame visitors admire the display case that includes Trinity's baseball team.

highest honor possible for a
baseball player: recognition in
the Hall of Fame.
There is no large exhibit, no
game-worn memorabilia, but
there is a cap and a team picture in a display with the other
winners of amateur baseball
championships. Located, as it
is, across from a massive collection of baseball cards and next
to a television playing Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello's
"Who's on First," it gets a fair
amount of foot traffic.
Although none of the players has seen the display case in
person yet, senior center fielder
Matt Sullivan said that nearly
everyone he knows who has
been to the Hall of Fame since
the exhibit opened has sent him
a picture, and he plans to make
the pilgrimage himself soon.
"It's definitely something
that every ballplayer has
dreamed about, being in the
Hall of Fame, and just to be in
there, whether it's for a year or
forever, it's an honor to be in
there and have our amazing
season shown off to the world,"
he said. "I can't wait to see it
myself."

Football Looks for Continued Success
continued from page 16

pick everything up faster
because it is very similar to
what we have done in the past,
but it is also exciting to see
which first-years are able to
pick up the system, who could
become a factor on our team

Good Fall Start for
Trinity Golf Team

this fall." Preseason practices
began on Monday, Aug. 31.
Players endured two grueling
practices each day of the week.
The Bantams' goals remain
the same: another undefeated
season and league championship. But returning players
acknowledge that they won

Emi ~

Gittleman '11

This season, Trinity is trying to reprod uce the leadership of 13 graduated seniors.

multiple games last season by
narrow margins. "Even last
season
games
against
Williams, Tufts, Middlebury,
and Hamilton all could have
ended as a loss with a bit more
bad luck," said Sherry. He
emphasizes that no opponent
can be overlooked this fall, "all
of our
opponents
pose
threats."
The Bantams' key to success? "We are still a very talented team, and if we are able
to execute responsibilities in
the game plan we will be a
very successful one as well [. . .]
we will need to concentrate on
each of our opponents to be
sure that none of them surprise us, and if we do I feel
that we have the ability to
accomplish
our
goals,"
remarked Sherry.
Trinity's first game, and
their first step towards another NESCAC championship
title, is Saturday, Sept. 26.
Trinity will face Bates at
Garcelon Field in Lewiston,
Maine. Join them on Saturday,
Oct. 3 for their first home
gam~ against longtime rival
Williams College.

This past weekend marked
the first time the Trinity College
golf team has hosted a tournament here in Hartford. The
Trinity College Invitational Golf
Tournament took place over the
course of two days. On Saturday,
Sept. 12, seven collegiate teams
played Blackledge Country Club
in Hebron, Conn. and on
Sunday, Sept. 13, players moved
to Shuttle Meadow Country
Club in Berlin, Conn.
The
invitational
was
Trinity's first competition this
year, following an incredibly successful season in 2008-2009.
Last fall, Trinity won their second
consecutive
Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Championship title.
They were equally successful in
the spring and tied Middlebury
for first place in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) Spring
Championship
Tournament.
Unfortunately,
Middlebury
received the tie-breaking bid to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
Championship
tournament,
ending Trinity's season.
The Bantams started their
fall season on a positive note. At

the conclusion of Saturday's
individual rounds, Trinity stood
tall in fourth place, out of seven,
with a score of 308. Babson
College led the field with an
overall score of 304. Trinity sat
behind Bentley University, who
scored 306, but ahead of Nichols
College's score of 312. Alex
Bermingham '12 proved himself
a team leader by shooting a 75,
the seventh best score of the day.
Trinity returned on Sunday
with a new sense of determination. Babson College golfers continued to dominate the course,
but the Bantams fought their
way into second place overall,
tied
with
Susquehanna
University. Bermingham was a
key player for the second day in
a row. He shot a 75 on the first
18 holes and a 76 on the second
round, tying teammate Dave
Anderson '10 for eighth place
among
individual
scores.
Anderson shot a 77 and a 74,
respectively.
The Bantams are currently
preparing for the Duke Nelson
Invitational,
hosted
by
Middlebury
College,
on
Saturday, Sept. 26. In the past,
roughly 20 schools have been
invited to participate. The tournament will offer the Bantams
more competition than they had
at their recent invitational.

>

Vision for Reform lost
with Passing of Brand
continued from page 16

the future. I thought he did a
tremendous job."
Brand was also part of the
NCAA Executive Committee, a
group that decided to hold
Championship games exclusively at schools whose mascots
were not considered offensive to
American Indians. This decision was met with criticism as
schools argued that the names
had been long-standing and
were difficult to change.
Brand graduated from
Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute in Troy, NY in 1964

and received his doctorate in
Philosophy from the University
of Rochester in 1967. He began
teaching at the University of
Pittsburgh after his graduation.
Prior to being President at
Oregon and Indiana, he held
various administrative roles at
Ohio State, the University of
Arizona, and the University of
Illinois-Chicago.
Brand remained active in
his role as head even after
announcing his prognosis in
January. The NCAA has not
announced when they will
begin looking for Brand's successor, or who is now being con-

...

Courtesy of http://www2.indystar.com

Myles Brand boldly changed the NCAA throughout his six year tenure as head.
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Football Looks to Repeat as Champs NCAA Head Dies at Age
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11

67 of Pancreatic Cancer

SPORTS EDITOR

As the fall semester begins,
the Trinity College football
team prepares for more than
just new classes. The Bantams
are looking to recreate their
successes of the 2008 season:
an undefeated season and the
team's fifth New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Championship title in seven
years.
The Bantams return this
fall down 13 men. Among the
missing are 2008 NESCAC
Offensive Player of the Year,
quarterback and tri ·captain
Eric McGrath '09, as well as
2008 NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Year, linebacker
and tri-captain, Tyler Berry
'09. The tremendous talent

ALEX FITZGE RALD '10
SPORTS EDITOR

Emi~ Gittleman '11

Trinity hopes to replicate their success against NESCAC rival Williams next month.

and leadership of last year's
seniors will be hard to replace.
However, defensive lineman
Chris Doval '10, running back
Ollie Starnes '10, and safety
Ben Sherry '11 have been
selected as this year's tri-cap-

tains in hopes that they will
lead the team to another
explosive season.
In addition to replacing
graduated
seniors,
the
Bantams face another problem. "With each new year, we
have a new class of 30 freshmen that comprise at least
one-third of our total team.
Making them understand the
dynamics of our team is key to
our success," said Sherry.
The dynamics of last year's
team are impossible to replicate, but preseason training
gives the team a chance to create a new dynamic. According
to Sherry, "The preseason is
extremely helpful because we
essentially start from nothing,
and re-teach every part of our
system to all of our players.
Obviously, the upperclassmen

Emily Gittleman '11

The football team watches plays from the sidelines during a home game last fall.

see FOOTBALL on page 15

After
announcing
in
January that he had pancreatic
cancer, National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
head and former president of
University of Oregon and
Indiana University, Myles
Brand, died on Wednesday,
Sept. 16, at age 67. A reformer
at Indiana University in the
mid-to-late 1990s, he brought
his vision for excellence to the
governing body of intercollegiate sports.
Brand gained national
attention in 2000 when he fired
famously hot-headed men's basketball coach Bob Knight for
being too physical with players.
Brand had placed Knight on
zero-tolerance probation earlier
in the year, when reports surfaced of physical encounters
between the coach and his players. Students and alumni had
revered Knight for leading the
team to three national championships, and his termination
caused riots at Brand's home.
The attention gave Brand
the chance to voice other concerns he had about college
sports. His desire to reform
NCAA athletics became clear in
his speech to the National Press
Club
in
2001,
entitled,
"Academics First: Reforming
Intercollegiate Athletics." He

saw the "vital force that intercollegiate sports can be in
America's culture, exemplifying
positive spirit and values of our
way of life."
As the only former university president to lead the NCAA,
Brand had a unique view of the
role a university should have in
the lives of student-athletes.
Former NCAA heads had been
coaches or players themselves,
but had never been in a role
similar to Brand's. He wanted
to make sure that athletes took
full advantage of their education. Brand was especially concerned with the graduation rate
in many sports, particularly
men's basketball, where the
numbers were notably lower.
Brand
instituted
the
Academic Progress Rate, which
holds college teams accountable
for the academic performance of
their players. Brand was seen
as a true reformer by many university administrators because
of his emphasis on educating
athletes.
Former Pac-10 commissioner Tom Hansen believes that
"Myles provided a great deal of
wise leadership to the NCAA
and [. . .] his achievements in
the academic area were sigruficant." He added, "I regret very
much his passing and that we'll
be deprived of his leadership in

see Vision on page 15

Gym Weight Room Upgraded with New Equipment and Room
ALEX FITZGERALD '10
SPORTS EDITOR

--

Students have been complaining to the Trinity administration for years about the
gym's weight room. They said
there was not enough equipment and what was available
was outdated. Students could
be seen waiting for up to an
hour to get on one of the few
ellipticals. Those days may
soon be over.
This summer, the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) and Athletic Director
Rick Hazelton, along with
Assistant Football Coach
Chris Rorke, added 18 new
pieces of equipment to the
weight room and made several
other upgrades as well. The
once-measly supply of six
ellipticals has been more than
doubled, bringing the total to
14. The school also added
seven new treadmills to go
along with the eight already
there.
The
number
of
Stairmasters was also dou-

bled, bring the total to six.
Complimentary gym equipment was also improved. The
school purchased two new
racks for free weights, bought
new dumbbells and weight
plates to replace the older
ones, added six new benches
for free weight lifting and
added new matting for
stretching. Even with these
additions, the SGA stated that
it may continue to add to the
room throughout the semester.
The SGA also decided to
tackle the issue of space in the
weight room. "Trying to workout at Trinity can be frustrating for anyone trying to workout at team practice times,"
says one senior. "I exercise to
clear my head, and I've never
been able to get some peace of
mind at the Trinity gym." To
combat this problem, the SGA
converted an old room into a
new weight room. This room
will mostly be for free weights
and is adjacent to the rowing
tanks. SGA President Andrew

Grubin '10 adds that, "The
extra space will help to alleviate the unacceptable amount
of congestion we experienced
last year." The SGA will soon
add signs to help students
locate this room.
Maybe the impetus for the
improvements was the reportedly high off-campus gym
membership rate. By some
estimates, 30% of Trinity students have an off-campus
membership.
With the new space and
equipment in the gym, is it
still worth it for students to
extend their off-campus memberships? The new room is a
good option, but may not be as
convenient as the main room.
The factors driving students
to off-campus gyms may be
bigger than Trinity can deal
with, however. "The off-campus gym I go to has newer
facilities and other amenities
like an Olympic-sized pool, a
sauna and steam room, and
spin and dance studios," said
one sen10r. "It's actually a

Student athletes work out in Ferris' new weight room, adjacent to the rowing tanks.

great reason to get off campus
for a little while."
The gym faculty hopes that
the new room will be used by
the student body and that the
new equipment will attract
them to the improved weight
room. Grubin is currently trying to establish a volunteer
group of students who will
work with the Athletic
Department to continue with
the improvements. He adds,

"While the current situation is
still not ideal, it is a step in
the right direction of eventually having a real gym at
Trinity that can be used by the
entire student body."
After years of dealing with
less-than-adequate facilities,
the students are finally getting what they want. With
additional upgrades possible,
the Trinity gym is on the verge
of a serious turnaround.

